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LONG-TERM GOALS
The long-term goal is to implement wind-input and whitecapping-dissipation source functions,
based on advanced understanding of physics of air-sea interactions and wave breaking, in waveforecast models.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives are to use new observation-based source terms for the wind input and wavebreaking dissipation in the third-generation models WAVEWATCHIII and SWAN. Calibration and
performance of the source functions have to satisfy set of physical constraints. Verification is to be
conducted by means of academic tests and hindcasting real-life scenarios defined by the end users
from the US Navy, Army and NOAA.
APPROACH
Physics of two primary source/sink terms employed by the operational models, namely wavebreaking energy dissipation and wind-to-wave energy input have not been updated for decades. In
the meantime, the new physics is available. For the first time under field conditions, in the course
of the ONR Lake George (Australia) project, estimates of the spectral distribution of the wavebreaking dissipation were obtained, and measurements of the wind-input spectral function were
conducted at strong-to-extreme wind forcing. Corresponding outcomes were parameterised as
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source functions suitable for spectral wave models, and both exhibit a number of physical features
presently not accounted for.
For the dissipation, these are threshold behaviour of breaking/dissipation in terms of wavesteepness/spectral-density, cumulative effect at scales smaller than the spectral peak, and direct
coupling of the dissipation rates with input rates at very-strong/extreme wind forcing. Bi-modal
directional distribution of the dissipation was also observed. None of these features are present in
the currently employed dissipation functions used for wave forecasting.
The new wind-input features are non-linear behaviour of the input term (that is, the input rates
depend on wave steepness) and full-flow separation in extreme conditions (that is, relative slowing
down of the wind-wave exchange in the environment of steep-waves/strong-winds). Enhancement
of the wind input due to wave breaking was also observed, quantified and parameterised.
The project will use both the new source terms and a new approach to their validation. The main
feature of the approach is stringent physical constraints on the momentum/energy fluxes in and out
the wave system: that is, the integrated momentum wind input must not exceed independently
known total stress, and the integrated dissipation must constitute the experimentally known
proportion with respect to the total input. Such constraints, first of all, are necessary to make the
source functions physically consistent, and, most importantly, they allow to calibrate the input and
dissipation one by one, before they incorporated in the model where their contributions are not
possible to separate.
Other constraints were also formulated and calibration dependences for initial academic tests were
selected (see Work Completed below). For practical testing and hindcasting, a set of field sites and
datasets were chosen which include Lake Michigan (deep water, no swell), Lake George (finite
depth, no swell), Gulf of Mexico (open sea, deep-to-finite depths, swell, tropical cyclones).
Measurement data are available for all the chosen sites.
The research group includes academics from Swinburne University of Technology (SUT), US
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), US Army Corps of Engineers (CHL) and US Weather Service
(NOAA). SUT group consists of Alex Babanin and Ian Young who had developed the new
dissipation term and participated in development and testing of the new wind-input term in the
course of the earlier ONR project, and Stefan Zieger, Research Fellow employed on the current
project. This group will conduct bulk of the academic research and implementation of the new
source terms into WW3, the latter in collaboration with Hendrik Tolman from NOAA and Erick
Rogers from NRL. Erick Rogers, and Jane Smith from CHL will contribute to the project goals in
the development and verification of the new physical formulations, to replace the formulations
currently used in Navy and Army operational models. A specific goal of NRL and CHL is to create
models that are physically consistent with what we know about the real ocean, while at the same
time ensuring that the new models are optimal for Navy and Army applications. NRL and CHL will
implement the new input and dissipation terms into SWAN, apart from WW3, and will participate
in the development of validation/calibration cases, and in particular those of extreme conditions
observed in the Gulf of Mexico.
WORK COMPLETED
The formulations for the observation-based source terms (wind input, Donelan et al., 2006,
dissipation, Young and Babanin, 2006), proposed and quantified in the course of Lake George field
campaign (Young et al., 2005), have been validated, individually calibrated, and tested together in a
two-dimensional wave research model with exact computations of the non-linear interaction term
(Tsagareli et al., 2010, Babanin et al., 2010a).
The new source terms and the physical-constraint approach were implemented in SWAN and tested
by means of the Lake Michigan and a selection of Gulf of Mexico cases (Bender et al., 2010,
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Dietrich et al., 2010, Howes et al., 2010, Smith, J.M. et al., 2010). New dynamic wave-bottom
friction routine is suggested and tested in SWAN, which accounts for ripple formation and
dissolution, grain size of the sediment (Smith, G. et al., 2010). Sensitivity tests for the source
functions, including bottom-limited breaking, diffraction, refraction and numerical schemes were
conducted by means of simulating Typhoon Krosa (Babanin et al., 2010d) - the simulations were
done with SWAN and WWMII (Roland, 2009). Field data sets for further model-testing are
selected and prepared: Lake George (Young and Verhagen, 1996a,b, Young et al., 1996, 2005,
Babanin and Makin, 2008); Black Sea (Babanin and Soloviev, 1998a,b); global altimeter data base
(Zieger et. al., 2009).
Implementation of the source functions into WW3 is started. A set of experimental dependences
and physical constraints for academic testing of the new terms in WW3 was selected or prepared.
The dependences include: 1) Integral dependences: for the total energy, f p , peak width, peak
enhancement (Babanin and Soloviev, 1998a); based on external and internal dimensional scaling
(Kitaigorodskii, 1962 and Badulin et al., 2007, respectively); 2) Spectral dependences: levels of
f −4 (Resio et al., 2004) and f −5 (Babanin and Soloviev, 1998a, Babanin, 2010) subintervals,
transition between them (Babanin, 2010), transition between inherent- and induced-breaking
(Filipot, unpublished); 3) Directional dependences: on wave age, on relative frequency, the
narrowest spread, behaviour at low frequencies (Babanin and Soloviev, 1998b). The constraints
include: 1) Dependences for the sea-drag coefficient C D as constraint for the total input (Guan and
Xie, 2004, Babanin and Makin, 2008, Babanin, 2010, Ting et al., 2010); 2) Donelan (1998)
constraint for the total dissipation as a function of the total input; 3) Formulation for the integral
dissipation in the water column (Babanin et al., 2005, Babanin, 2009).
Research on the main topic of the project, wave-breaking and wind-input constraints, continued.
Laboratory and numerical studies of wave breaking onset (Babanin et al., 2010b), of mechanisms
of the breaking in directional wave fields (Babanin et al., 2010c), of limiting steepness in the
oceanic and laboratory three-dimensional waves (Toffoli et al., 2010a), of wave-breaking severity
(Galchenko et al., 2010), of evolution of non-linear wave trains (Toffoli et al., 2010b, d, e). were
completed. For the wind input, investigation of the sea-drag dependence on wave breaking
(Babanin, 2010) and wave directional spreading (Ting et al., 2010) were conducted, new
methodology for measuring spray in tropical cyclones was developed in preparation for a field
experiment (Toffoli et al.. 2010c).
For the test cases and hindcasting, apart from whitecapping dissipation, the term for non-breaking
(swell) attenuation is most essential. For this, both Ardhuin et al. (2009) swell-dissipation term is
used (which describes wave attenuation due to ‘friction’ against the turbulent air) and new term
was developed in order to account for wave energy spent on generation of turbulence in the water
(Babanin, 2010). Among completed and published work on this topic is also the laboratorynumerical study of wave-induced turbulence in stratified waters (Dai et al., 2010), advanced
turbulence-mixing scheme with account for wave-caused turbulence diffusion and wave-induced
turbulence production (Pleskachevsky et al., 2010).
Collaboration with other NOPP groups was continued. Specifically, another formulation of the
dissipation term, which also includes the observational features of the breaking threshold and
cumulative dissipation was tested (Ardhuin et al., 2010), and an alternative deep-to-shallow-water
dissipation function, based on combination of experimental observations of breaking probability
and severity, was proposed (Filipot et al., 2010).
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RESULTS
The results already submitted, accepted for publication or published and their significance are
outlined in sections Work Completed, Impact/Applications and Publications of this report. In this
section, due to limited space, we will indicate on results achieved, but not published yet, and will
highlight most relevant published results.
The calibrated observation-based wind-input and dissipation functions in frequency domain are
compared in Fig. 1 (left) at different stages of wave development. In Fig.1 (right), the bimodal
frequency-directional dissipation function is illustrated.

Fig.1. Calibration of the new source functions for spectral models. (left) Spectral dissipation
source function Sds(f) at different stages of the wave development: U10 / cp = 5.7 (bold line), 2.7
(bold line with crosses), 0.83 (bold line with dots), for the wind speed U10 = 10 m/s. Respective
wind-input source functions Sin(f) are also shown with plane lines marked with symbols
corresponding to the dissipation functions. As the spectral peak downshifts, the input-dissipation
spectral density grows, except for the full development where it drops significantly, both at the peak
and across the spectrum. (right) Two-dimensional dissipation function Sds(f,θ), with the bimodal
directional spreading. (Figures are reproduced from Babanin et al., 2010a, copyright of AMS)
Total dissipation in the water column was used as a verification means for the new observationbased input and dissipation source terms (Fig.2 left). Simulations of Hurricane Ivan were conducted
using SWAN and compared with measurements (Fig.2 right). Results are summarised in the
caption of Fig.2.

Fig.2. Implementing the new source functions in SWAN model. (left) Verification of new
observation-based numerical model against independent parametric models: variation of
integrated dissipation with 10m wind speed. Solid lines: from four variants of the new model,
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computed at the end of single-point (duration-limited) simulations at a number of wind speeds.
Points: Four different parametric models: DU and Dε are taken from Hwang and Sletton (2003);
DE is from Hanson and Phillips (1999); DU * is a variant of DU which scales with u* rather than

U10 . (right) Verification of models for Hurricane Ivan (Gulf of Mexico, September 2004) against a
buoy near landfall location (NOAA NDBC 42040). Top panel: time series of waveheight. Center
and lower panels: time series of energy for 2 frequency bands. “SWAN Sds” refers to default
physics of the SWAN model (input and dissipation). “new Sds” refers to new observation-based
physics (input and dissipation). “SWAN Cd” refers to drag formula used by default in SWAN, a
modified version of Wu (1982). “Hwang Cd” refers to a new drag formula proposed by Hwang
(JGR, 2010) which is based on new measurements of wind stress at high wind speeds, including
during Hurricane Ivan. With antiquated Cd, the new model performs very poorly, severely
overpredicting low-frequency energy. The default input and dissipation of SWAN perform better
using antiquated Cd than with a modern Cd . With a modern Cd formula, the new model outperforms the other 3 models.
Main constraint for the wind input is the total stress τ which is obtained from the wind speed U 10
by using the sea drag coefficient C D : τ = ρ a C DU 102 . For the dissipation, the constraints are due to
energy lost in the course of a breaking event. New developments are illustrated in Fig.3.

Fig.3. Experimental and numerical investigation of physical constraints for the new source
functions. (left) Dependence of sea drag on directional spreading described in terms of cosine
power S (Longuet-Higgins et al, 1963) and directional-spectrum integral A (Babanin and Soloviev
1998b). C d is shown for wind speeds U 10 =5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30m/s, and it grows significantly
as a directional spread narrows. Corresponding Lake George measurements (pink data points,
Babanin and Makin, 2008) agree well with the model. (Figure is reproduced from Ting et al.
(2010)) (right) Wave trains before (solid line) and after (dashed line) a breaking, mechanicallygenerated waves: (top) no wind, most of the energy is lost from the wave group; (bottom) strong
wind forcing U/c=3.9, breaking strength is marginal, the group survived. (Figure is reproduced
from Babanin et al., 2010b, copyright of CUP)
Investigation of the nature of wave breaking, as a key component of the wave-energy dissipation
studies also continued. In Fig.4, limiting steepness of the waves in directional wave fields is shown
in the left panel, and separation of linear-focusing and modulation-instability breaking in the right
panel.
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Fig.4. Nature of the wave-breaking onset and physics. (left) Wave-steepness probability
distribution in directional wave fields. Four diverse data sets are used, obtained in directional
wave tanks (University of Tokyo, triangles, and Marintek, circles) and two field sites (Black Sea,
squares, and tropical Indian Ocean, pluses). The star indicates the minimal possible probability
level which could have been detected if existed. Each of the data subsets indicate the steepness limit
of Hk/2≈0.46-0.48 for the up-crossing wave steepness. (Figure is reproduced from Toffoli et al.,
2010a, copyright of AGU) (right) Distance to breaking D versus directional modulation index ak*A
where ak is mean wave steepness and A is the directional-spread parameter (Babanin and
Soloviev, 1998b, same as in Fig.3 (left)). Circles correspond to the breaking due to modulational
instability, diamonds to linear focusing, and stars to transitional cases. Solid line is regression
drawn through the transitional cases, it separates the modulational-instability and linear-focusing
breaking. The Figure demonstrates that the instability breaking does exist in wave fields with
typical steepness and directional spread, and that it is more likely than the linear-superposition
breaking. (Figure is reproduced from Babanin et al., 2010c)
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
Economic Development and Quality of Life
The impacts of the outcomes, outlined below, pertain to applications relating to improving the wave
forecast, and will result in Economic Developments, such as increased efficiency of coastal and
offshore industries, marine waterways, and Quality of Life, such as safety in coastal and open-sea
areas, recreational activities at sea, management of coastline.
Results of Ardhuin et al. (2010), Babanin et al. (2010a), Filipot et al. (2010), Tsagareli et al. (2010)
formulate and test new source functions, based on advanced physics, which have a potential to
become operational for wave-forecast models. Babanin et al. (2010a), Tsagareli et al. (2010)
suggest new approach to testing the source functions individually and separately, before including
them into wave models, which approach has a potential to replace the existing tradition of testing
the models based on bulk performance of the energy sources together.
New bottom-friction routine was developed and introduced in SWAN which accounts for sediment
size and provides dynamic coupling of the ripple-caused friction with the waves (Smith, G. et al.,
2010). Simulations of Typhoon Krosa by means of SWAN and WWMII revealed bottom-limitedbreaking terms as most problematic in finite depths (Babanin et al., 2010d). These results have
essential implications for finite-depth modelling.
Publications of Babanin (2010), Babanin et al. (2010a,b,c), Galchenko et al. (2010), Toffoli et al.
(2010a,b,d,e) scrutinise evolution of non-linear waves, including that leading to wave breaking, the
breaking onset, breaking strength. They clarify mechanisms responsible for the breaking in
directional wave fields, define limiting wave steepness, parameterise the breaking severity.
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Potential impact of this research is significant across variety of related topics, including modelling
the wave dissipation.
Research of the wave-induced turbulence is most important for the upper-ocean mixing, and in the
context of the present project for the swell dissipation (Babanin, 2010, Dai et al., 2010,
Pleskachevsky et al., 2010).
The sea-drag was shown to be affected by wave breaking (Babanin, 2010) and to depend strongly
on the directional spreading (Ting et al., 2010). Also most important are measurement of the drag
in extreme weather conditions (Toffoli et al., 2010c). In the context of the present project, this is
important as the drag is used as a wind-input constraint, but impact of potentially improved seadrag parameterisation is much broader in the air-sea interaction modelling of all scales.
TRANSITIONS
Economic Development and Quality of Life
As with Impact/Applications above, the transitions pertain to applications relating to improving the
wave forecast, and will result in Economic Developments, such as increased efficiency of coastal
and offshore industries, marine waterways, and Quality of Life, such as safety in coastal and opensea areas, recreational activities at sea, management of coastline.
The input function (Tsagareli et al., 2010) and dissipation (Babanin et al., 2010) are used in
research wave models at the University of Darmstatd, Germany and the National Cheng Kung
University, Taiwan
RELATED PROJECTS
Ardhuin et al. “Ocean Wave Dissipation and Energy Balance toward Reliable Spectra and First
Breaking Statistics”. NOPP project, implements new dissipation function based on similar
physical principles. Joint publications (Ardhuin et al., 2010, Filipot et al., 2010, see also Work
Completed).
Babanin, A.V., Phillips, W.R.C., Ganopolski, A. “Wave-induced upper-ocean mixing”, Australian
Research Council (ARC) Discovery grant. Investigation of the wave-induced turbulence and
non-breaking dissipation (Babanin, 2010, Dai et al., 2010, Pleskachevsky et al., 2010)
Babanin, A.V., Young, I.R., Phillips, W.R.C., Donelan, A.M., Makin, V., Ardhuin, F. “Oceanic
Conditions within Extreme Tropical Cyclones”, ARC Linkage grant. Field investigation of wind
input and dissipation in extreme conditions (Toffoli et al., 2010a, Ting et al., 2010)
Young, I.R., Babanin, A.V. “A Global Satellite Altimeter Database for Ocean Engineering
Applications”, ARC Linkage. Creation of the global altimeter wind and wave database over the
period 1985-2008 and investigation global and regional trends (Zieger, 2010, Vinoth and Young,
2010)
Young, I.R., Babanin, A.V., Stiassnie, M.A., Greenslade, D.J. “Numerical modelling of extreme
waves generated by tropical cyclones”, ARC Discovery. Modelling tropical cyclones,
investigation of the nonlinear source term for spectral models (Babanin et al., 2010d)
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